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Abstract 
This paper introduces a model for students’ learning by using an event stream in a microblogging environment. Thus, during the 
academic year 2009-2010, we integrated three different events in formal university courses. The events are archived on the 
cirip.eu microblogging platform and were evaluated in the authors’ previous papers. The aim of our study is to increase the 
understanding on how microblogging platforms can be used for learning from an event stream (and participate in the stream too), 
and to offer enough data for a more critical thinking and in-depth analysis on this particular research question: How do students 
consume a (real-time) event stream? Can we use the flow as a way to expand students’ experience in learning? Although we refer 
explicitly to cirip.eu, conclusions drawn from our study are applicable to other microblogging platforms or services. 
© 2010 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction. Current Usage Of Microblogging In Community-Like Events 
Microblogging, the technology with the biggest growth rate in social media, is a form of social expression which 
does not require any special or sophisticated technical knowledge for using it. 2009 is the year when we can 
consider that microblogging (mainly through Twitter) went mainstream, in the higher education sector too. Although 
nowadays, the presence of microblogging within different events (especially those on technological issues) is „like 
peanut butter and jelly” [15], the first attempt at successfully using this technology was registered at a festival in 
2007 (SXSW). One year later,  literature registered the first study dedicated (on a rather small scale) to the use of 
microblogging in academic events [2].  
There are lots of events for which microblogging can be used as a community-like event tool, such as: 
conferences (of all kinds: large/small, multi-session, long/short duration, web/audio/video/tele (un) conferences); 
academic contexts (lectures/courses/trainings/instructor-led learning activities), webinars or  other  types  of  
„academic gatherings as forms of enabling the co-construction of digital artefacts” [2]; online video 
demonstrations/panels/(citizen’s) debates and (live) media events [16]; festivals (Twestival Global 2010)/ 
educational camps / summer schools / other experiential venues (like museums) / philanthropic events; extreme 
events (natural disasters such as earthquakes, wildfires, pollutions, hurricanes) or other emergency situations (e.g. 
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the crash landing of a US domestic flight in the Hudson River); different conventional gatherings of political 
nature, starting from the 2008 US Presidential Debate to Moldavian or Iranian revolutions; real-life meetings (the 
social variant is known as Meetups, even across continents–and when Twitter alone is used, we speak of Tweetups). 
These events use a variety of digital / social media technologies / applications / platforms and several formats 
(e.g., (un)keynotes lectures, papers / poster sessions, working groups / workshops, roundtable discussions, exhibits, 
panels, social events, etc.). Basically, in order to organize comments on a specified topic within an event, 
participants use a hashtag, a special keyword having the “#” sign in front of it. 
Although a technological connection between microblogging and events is obvious at a first glance, recent 
literature registered an upward curve in the number of papers analyzing the use of microblogging as a community 
event tool with the following aims: information interfaces [8]; communication before, during and after the event 
between participants and between organizers/presenters and audience [12]; monitoring the event for non-participants 
(reporting / online coverage of the event) [14]; presentations, collaborative keynotes; participation / engaging 
audience [1]; live-blogging session / instant discussions [4]; live annotations of a broadcast media event [16]; 
official / quasi-official / unofficial back-channel [2], [5]; persistent / mobile / mobilizing backchannel [11]; messages 
transcription / twitter subtitling [7]; back-chatting and even for evaluation [4], [16], in a variety of settings - 
professional, academic / educational, scientific, or for specific organizational purposes [11], [9]. 
While researches are generally focused on the analysis of messages corpus [5], [13] there are studies, analyses 
and reports which: 
x investigate the structure and content of media events in order to discover an approach for informational cues to 
the users, seen both as sources of information for constructing meaning and as signals for actions [16]; 
x identified relevant key factors for the way in which different people use microblogging (Twitter) during face to 
face conferences [5]; 
x examine technical issues (the most suitable technologies and how they should be used by participants in order to 
increase efficiency), and compare virtual experiences to face to face conferencing [6]; 
x studied how microblogging through Twitter is practically used for spreading scientific and technological 
information in conferences [5], [9]; 
x explored the collaborative affordances of backchannel informal communication through microblogging, by 
focusing on mobilization and persistence [11]; 
x analyzed the practices of sharing messages by using microblogging in live media events, specifically for the 
2008 US Presidential Debate [16]; 
x described the use as backchannel in a higher education setting, pointing out the limits of this technology. 
Thus, to date, rather remarkably, there are few academic researches in the area of informal learning [14], [3] that 
can articulate the benefits microblogging may bring to a certain academic course. Topics are discussed by scholars 
in terms of: learning reached in communities [10], [6]; „collecting” learning / information directly from experts [9]; 
extending the dynamics of comments and discussions among students / scholars [13]; enriching / enhancing / 
expanding learning experiences [12]; empowering social functions - like awareness streams, social conversational 
reflections [16], better management of personal relationships or ambient intimacy; collaborative meaning-making 
[11]; two-way backchannel; fostering peer-to-peer learning etc. Among the uses mentioned previously, those with 
the highest impact within traditional courses are the use of microblogging as a backchannel and as an additional 
technology during presentations. 
2. Methodology 
In order to explore how micro-connecting to a specific event can enhance the learning experience of the students 
enrolled in formal university courses, the approach adopted is based on literature and resources review and the 
archives of the various events on the platform. 
The two research questions: How do students consume a (real-time) event stream? and Can we use an event 
stream as a way to deepen / expand students’ experience on learning and research? were adapted to the framework 
specific to the cirip.eu microblogging platform. 
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Thus, for the Cirip.eu groups dedicated to various events, registration is facilitated for the entire event or just for 
one section. There is also the possibility to post the participants’ presentations, to send questions and/or comments 
about  the  speakers,  answers  to  the  polls,  being  able  to  do  all  of  these  online  or  by  SMS.  Any  event  can  be  also  
broadcasted by livestreaming. 
For our experiment, we used three groups dedicated to the following events: The Romanian Presidential 
Elections (the fall of 2009); The 20th Anniversary of the Revolution of December ’89 (the end of 2009) and The 
conference on Personal Learning Environments (PLE) in Barcelona (July 2010). 
These events had different topics, took place in different contexts, over a long period of time, had thousands of 
participants, used various technologies and formats and were intensely mediated. The linguistic context was 
different too: for the first two events it is native for the students, while for the PLE conference the official language 
was both English and Spanish. In addition, the first two were chosen on account of their significance for the 
Romanian nation. The events were integrated in three dedicated groups on the cirip.eu platform since the launch of 
the first announcements and remained open until their last echo had faded. During this period, messages on this 
topic posted on Twitter and also on blogs and other social networks were imported. 
The 3 event groups were integrated in the courses held with students (different specializations and years of study) 
from three universities. During the academic year 2009-2010, each course was hosted within a private group on the 
platform. The following issues were explained: a) the aims for which these event groups were created on cirip.eu (to 
be a scholarly resource; to be a source of real-time information, connections with professionals / practitioners 
worldwide; to constitute a framework for learning / communication / sharing the domain of interest for the students; 
to offer access to the entire group content, visualizations and statistics for future reflections and studies etc.) as well 
as b) the activities expected to occur: 
x check the profile of 10 participants and follow their blogs through RSS (students offered a degree of trust to 
their identity in terms of notoriety, quality / relevance of publications etc.); 
x read the spectrum of conversations: read messages / examine the links posted; criticize / argument / back up 
one’s own opinion for at least ten messages from these authors; 
x view clips, listen to audio files, follow debate sessions etc. outside the event context; 
x test new applications / services / tools, announced on the platform in the case of the PLE group; 
x participate in the delicious archive of the courses, contribute with new resources found; 
x create digital contents with explanations or documentations / demonstrations of one’s own understanding of the 
study field; 
x online collaborative storytelling (broadcast personal experience of what they learnt). 
2.1. A model for teaching with / and learning from the event stream 
Based on a preliminary analysis of events group, we are developing a model – this is a work in progress though 
(see bellow the approach taken and issues to consider A-E) for implementing an event stream into formal academic 
courses and describing the major issues and activities our students were engaged in. The model was implemented 
with some variations in our universities. 
A. UNDERSTAND the history of a specific event-group. 
x Literature reviews surrounding events: What is an event? Definitions / types of virtual participation / modalities 
of following presentations / discussions / formal conversations / comments etc. 
x Significance of the event. Event chronicle: What is the event about? How much do students know about this? 
Are students’ previous knowledge / competences recognized? Why are they important? How can they be 
represented? 
x Perception of the event before students start broadcasting explicitly about it (it is very important to explain to 
the students that this activity is volunteer-based) 
x Establish relevance: a) Teachers’ Motivation. Why should we develop a dedicated event group on a 
microblogging platform? What is our motivation as teachers – are students aware of this? Which are the courses 
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for which we can use this modality / method? What can these groups offer? b) Students’ Expectations. What do 
students expect from us? (their needs, reasons for researching / learning from such a digital resource) 
B. ACT: Methods and rules of developing this group from a technical, organizational and economic views. 
a. Technical:  
x What is cirip? A short definition, history, key terms, statistics. What are the facilities / characteristics, relation 
to Twitter, SMS, YM, email? What Web 2.0 applications are integrated? 
x Facilities of groups in general: group characteristics (News, TagCloud, Timeline, Multimedia, Polls etc.), 
means of access (with a focus of the mobile part!!), types of groups (public / private), with or without 
moderation, for different fields / areas of interest etc. 
x How is digital storage created (and maintained) for archiving knowledge for a specific event? Presenting the 
various event groups on cirip and their characteristics: feeds by different blog posts, and other social artefacts 
brought in the group by the Twingly engine, the use of a specific hashtag etc. 
x Accommodate with the studied event group. Audience analysis: typology of members / participants, language 
used etc. (important for identifying key-actors in order to connect with experts, specialists in the field they 
prepare for etc). 
b. Organisational – ways of personalization and specific adaptation: Based on the event spectrum of 
conversations, which activities can  be  done  with  students?  What  is  the  role played by the coordinator / 
moderator, teachers, etc? Which activities (if any) cannot be done without this technology? Meaning, were 
there any activities, debate for example, which were impossible to hold on cirip? Or real-time surveys? 
c. Economic. Costs for establishment and maintenance of such a group: How much did it cost to establish / 
maintain an event group? (besides time, which has proven to be, nonetheless, the most important asset of a 
human being - what else?) Do members pay for accessing the platform? Are there any sponsors? Are the 
moderators / animators of the community paid? 
C. LISTEN AND LEARN: Openness to the official group of the conference. 
x Follow discussions within the group space: Did they access members’ accounts / did they consult their blogs? 
How many students imported Twitter feeds into their microblogging account? 
x Connect with the audience (attendees).  Did students have the initiative to contact the persons participating in 
the event (the virtual ones included)? Did they initiate people / topic searches by using the search / visualization 
facilities of the group? 
x Access to the resources: What other activities did they initiate: document on the topics of interest by attending 
the group, comment the participants’ messages, collaboratively translate a clip etc. – the teacher has an 
important role in establishing the status of the students who attend the event in order to identify the activities 
they should require or to guide the students into suggesting activities themselves. 
x What is the role (if foreseen) of didactic and reference materials? Did they post articles or other materials, 
books, case studies, research reports, projects in which the event people are involved? It is important to note the 
students’ tagging habits: i.e., whether students bookmark with their own tags the content which they consider 
important  for  them  /  whether  they  endow  tagging  with  a  personal  dimension  -  creating  the  own  hashtag  
(#toremember #important #toread etc.). 
x What is the tone of the networking space? Linguistic features. Is it localized in one language only? (Romanian, 
English, Spanish etc.) Are its members nationals only? How is cultural diversity recognized and represented 
within the group? It could be pointed out that in the case of the PLE group, since most of the resources were 
written in a foreign language (English / Spanish) and since our students are not very competent from a linguistic 
point of view, they interacted by explaining materials to each other / commenting on the various opinions 
expressed by specialists / participants by groups. 
x Developing a creative language (for some events not only because a post is limited to 140 characters but also 
because there are at least two languages to follow) 
D. ANALYSIS, from pedagogical points of view. 
x Profile analysis as a minimal identity performance [10]: name, username, image / avatar, background, URL for 
a home page / blog / other SNS, self-description. 
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x The recognition and valorization process of their members’ competences: digital, linguistic, theoretical. At the 
beginning of the course students should voice a thought about their technological level (e.g. the tag #Iknow) - 
introducing  themselves  in  a  note  (like  an  icebreaking  game)  –  for  finding  out  if  they  are  really  ready  to  
participate in this experiment. 
x Level of real participation in the course group related to the content of the event-group (quantity and quality of 
the interactions and contributions – communication modalities – questionnaires, interviews can be applied 
online or by mobile). 
x Students’ contributions in terms of typology of members, statistics: the number of posted messages, which / 
when  was  the  first  message,  who  is  the  most  active,  how  they  were  posted  (web,  SMS  etc.),  timing  of  the  
discussions, content of the messages – did students learn about definitions, various concepts, theories, methods, 
models / do messages within the event group have RT / RC? 
x The metacognitive component of communication as an interactional success: creative intellectual exploring and 
social interaction activities (meta-learning). 
x Follow the students’ needs - Motivation for learning: what were the personal factors that influenced students to 
enroll in such an activity (they had the possibility to refuse such an instructional format; we have to admit that it 
is a bit unusual; some of them enjoyed it, others were frustrated or even bored). 
x Practical sessions: we did lots of group works (the students exercised on manuscripts / handouts) with the 
purpose of interaction practices and online communication.  
x The process of construction of results (co)Creation of (learning) digital artefacts. Reflection as it progressed. 
Lots of digital stories in which students described their own ways of using Cirip / Twitter both for personal and 
professional purposes, but above all as a way of documenting. 
x Representing learning / different visualizations / graphics / charts to improve learning / using pictures to 
facilitate learning: narratives-scenarios-stories, abstract concepts, concrete ideas, metaphors. 
E. EVALUATE / Assessment – how can we apply it practically? Evaluation is important for assessing and 
offering answers regarding the strengths and weaknesses of such a method (a SWOT analysis is needed): 
How members evaluate themselves - their learning? Have the students developed common outputs? How 
have these been brought back and re-elaborated amongst them? Why does such a method work? What are its 
strengths / limits for achieving the main goal of the paper: learning from the stream? What assures its 
stability? What kind of problems did students encounter? What were the solutions adopted? What is the role 
of peers in the evaluation process? What, when and how does the evaluation process take place? 
3. Instead of conclusions 
As we mentioned above, there are recent studies [12], [14], [16], [13], [9], [8] that suggest microblogging as a 
critical component of an event. Although our framework highlighted opportunities for learning from the stream 
which could benefit future educational activities, our recommendation is to use this kind of activity as collateral to 
formal courses and within a group of small students, since there are still some lessons to be learnt ...  
Because of publishing space limits, we shall conclude with a few suggestions and future work: encourage 
institutions to elaborate strategies of using this technology within the events they organize; create utilization models 
of various microblogging academic events; elaborate good practices guides / adequate for education practices 
(differentiated by events); extend the power and affordances of the cirip platform to create the best learning 
experience possible for students and, last but not least, new faculty roles in online learning environments. 
We  shall  continue  to  use  a  similar  approach  or  variants  in  our  future  courses  in  order  to  develop  patterns  for  
preserving the value of such a unique data set in 140 characters. This learning from the stream / event model within 
courses can be adopted / adapted to any type of course and / or microblogging platform. 
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